
" T O  L O V E  O N E S E L F  I S  T H E  B E G I N N I N G
O F  A  L I F E L O N G  R O M A N C E . "

~  O s c a r  W i l d e

B O D Y  S C A N  M E D I T A T I O N
A  S T O P  T H E  N E G A T I V E  S E L F - T A L K  S T R A T E G Y

A body scan meditation mixed with a
gratitude meditation is an excellent way
to promote a harmonious mind-body
connection. 

In this simple meditation, you have the
unique opportunity to thank your body for all
it does for you on a daily basis to radically
improve your body image in a new way. 

Your body is an incredible system, one which
offers you the ability to live and enjoy your
life. However, it can be too easy to forget this
and take your body for granted. 

By switching up the dialogue and offering
your body this gratitude meditation, a
different perspective emerges. It fosters a
positive body image and a supportive,
healthy mindset because this newfound
perspective focuses on the amazing capacity
of the human body rather than on shape or
size.

On the following pages, you'll learn how to
practice your body scan and gratitude
meditation. Give it a try any time your body
confidence needs a boost.
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Heart                Mind                  Body                 Breath                Environment

Why you chose this topic

How your belly, chest, and head each feel when you reflect on this topic

The emotions that you can associate with these visceral feelings

The positive or negative impact of any stories you believe in regarding this topic

The fact that many others are feeling similarly about this topic as you

How you might feel with increased awareness around this topic

When you can apply increased mindfulness to this topic in your day-to-day life

HINT: This practice is a wonderful exercise for deepening the mind-body
connection and for noticing what is present within the body. While breathing
into any areas of tension or tightness can indeed help us to soften some of
our held stress.

FULL BODY SCAN & GRATITUDE MEDITATION

What have you brought mindful awareness to today? Check all that apply.

To begin this Meditation, please bring kind awareness to:

How often do we mindfully note what is present in the body? Since most of our
days are spent caught up in the activities of the mind, we are not always
conscious of what our physical body is experiencing.

Practicing full body awareness helps us to tune in with ourselves in a more
intimate way, strengthening the mind-body connection and offering us insights
into how we are doing. 

This practice is a soothing and restorative body scan that invites us to witness the
body with openness, tenderness and curiosity. It can be practiced at any time of
the day and can be explored in just a handful of minutes.
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The forehead
The jaw 
The shoulders
The chest

Take three deep breaths to ground yourself and then begin the scan by
drawing your attention to the crown of your head. Using your close-eyed
awareness to scan the body downwards. Note if you pass any areas of
tension, tightness, or discomfort.

Pay particular attention to areas that typically hold stress in the human body,
such as:

Hold your open awareness on the entire body for one full minute, simply
witnessing your body as it sits or rests here. 

If you come across any areas of tension, hold your awareness there. Invite
the breath to energetically cleanse or soften these areas one by one. You
might imagine that with each inhalation, the breath brings healing energy to
that body part and that with each exhalation, it invites a subtle release. Stay
with each area of tension for as long as is needed.

Note the state of the breath’s flow as well. Is it shallow and tense or is it
deep and relaxed?

Begin by coming to a comfortable seated or lying down position. Open the
heart space and soften the shoulders as you settle into your meditative
position. Close your eyes when you are ready.

BODY SCAN PRACTICE:

The belly
The hands 
The hips

Once you have finished the scan (ending at your toes), hold your entire body
in your awareness. Notice if there are any additional areas calling for your
attention that may have been missed, tending to these areas as needed.

Now, move into the gratitude meditation on the next page. Use it as a
starting point and get creative and specific about how the different areas of
your body have supported you.
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Your ears for listening
Your eyes for taking in the world around you
Your tongue for speaking your truth
Your mouth for eating nourishing food
Your mind for its insight and ability to focus

Your lungs for breathing in fresh air
Your heart for beating

Your hands for writing, holding books and creating
Your fingers for their sense of touch
Your arms for any hugs that you have given and/or received today

Your belly for digesting nourishing food
Your vital organs for all your body's functions

Your legs and feet for carrying you around all day

Your body for being your vessel in the world, your vehicle for experiencing
each day fully

Start to bring attention to your head and thank...

Then, move down into your chest and thank...

Bring awareness into your arms and thank...

Tune into your torso and thank...

Feel your lower body and thank...

Finally, connect with your whole body and thank...

Once again, hold your open awareness on the entire body for one full minute,
simply witnessing your body as it sits or rests here. When you're ready, slowly
open your eye to come back to the world around you.

GRATITUDE MEDITATION PRACTICE:
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I'm a certified health, wellness and life

coach, personal trainer and nutrition

consultant and reiki healer. I work with

women who struggle with self-love and

acceptance. I help them take their personal

power back and awaken their inner badass

to boost self-confidence and feel fabulous

in body, mind and spirit.  My goal is to

elevate your sense of self and well-being to

transform your life. Everything I do is with

the intention to help and serve you to

become your best self ever by creating

powerful  programs and providing you with

the real-world tools you need to unlock

your true potential.

WHO AM I?

HI, I'M BRANDI
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Nisha J.

Diana A.

TESTIMONIALS
I always thought I had all the help I needed, and then I met Brandi! I

genuinely am amazed at how well she is able to decipher my actions and

then help me understand myself even better. I walk out of each session

feeling more motivated, happy, aware and just pumped to live my best life!

I don’t know how she did it, but her knowledge of the mind and body,

ability to relate and influence, has kept me chasing my goals and not give

up. She breaks everything down for me and really makes me see things I

haven’t noticed before in myself.

Brandi is a very kind soul. She was always attentive and compassionate

with my feelings or what I was going through. She always had a suggestion

or a practice that could help ease any anxiety or stresses I may have been

feeling.


